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CONTRIBUTIONS DUE TO THE LONGITUDINALVIRTUAL PHOTONIN THE SEMI-INCLUSIVE ep COLLISION AT HERA�U. Jezuita-D¡browskaInstitute of Theoretial Physis, Warsaw University69 Ho»a, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived July 1, 2002)The importane of ontributions due to the longitudinally polarisedvirtual photon, d�L and the interferene term d�LT, in the unpolarised epollisions is disussed. The numerial alulations for the Compton proessep ! eX at the HERA ollider were performed in the Born approxima-tion. The various distributions in the CMep and Breit frames are presented.These ross setions are dominated by the transversely polarised interme-diate photon, even for large Q2.PACS numbers: 14.70.Bh, 13.88.+e, 13.60.�r1. IntrodutionIn ross setions for semi-inlusive ep proesses and ollisions with twointermediate photon, the terms oming from the interferene between �Land �T or between two di�erent transverse states of � an appear [2℄. Thedetailed studies of various ontributions for the proess e+e� ! e+e��+��performed for the kinematial range of the PLUTO and LEP experiments [3℄show the importane of interferene terms.Here we study the longitudinal-transverse interferene term (d�LT) andontributions due to exhange of �L (d�L) and �T (d�T) in the unpolarisedsemi-inlusive ep ollisions [1℄. Assuming one-photon exhange we fatorisethe ross-setion onto the photon emission by the eletron and the �p ol-lision in a way independent on the referene frame. For this purpose we usethe propagator deomposition method and expliit forms of all polarisationvetors of the virtual photon (q2 < 0).� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(3269)



3270 U. Jezuita-D¡browska2. Fatorisation formulae for unpolarised ep ollisionsThe ross setion for an unpolarised lN ! lX proess, for example DISep ! eX, an be fatorised onto the leptoni and hadroni tensors, d� �L��W�� . Further on, the di�erential ross setion an be deomposed onthe parts related to the subproesses �TN ! X and �LN ! X, respetivelyd�ep!eX = �T��p!XT + �L��p!XL : (1)The above fatorisation and separation formula an be obtained in variousways. One of them uses the known hadroni tensor and expliit form of thesalar polarisation vetor [4℄. Another way is the propagator deompositionmethod [5℄ in whih the ross setion is written as followsd�ep!eX � L��e g��q2 g��q2 W ��p : (2)Afterwards one deomposes the propagator of the exhanged photon usingthe ompleteness relation, what leads diretly to Eq. (2). This method isespeially useful in analysing of the semi-inlusive proesses.In ase of the semi-inlusive proess one additional partile in the �nalstate is produed. For example for the Compton proess ep! eX (Fig. 1)the di�erential ross setion an be deomposed as followsd�ep!eX = d�ep!eXT + d�ep!eXL + d� ep!eXTT + d� ep!eXLT : (3)In the above formula two additional ontributions, d�LT and d�TT, appear.They are related to the interferene between �L and �T, and between twodi�erent transverse polarisation states of the �, respetively.
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Fig. 1. The optial theorem for the Compton proess ep! eX .In studies of the interferene terms in the semi-inlusive proesses ep!eX the azimuthal angle � distribution is espeially useful. The angle � isde�ned as the di�erene of the azimuthal angle of the �nal eletron and ofthe �nal photon: � = �e � � .



Contributions Due to the Longitudinal . . . 3271In the Breit frame � is the angle between the eletron sattering planeand plane �xed by the momenta of the exhanged � and �nal photon .In this referene frame d�=d� is linear in os�, os 2�, sin� and sin 2�.
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Fig. 2. The azimuthal angle � for the proess ep! eX in the Breit frame.For alulations in the Born approximation the terms ontaining sin� andsin 2� vanish as a onsequene of time-reversal invariane, so the azimuthaldistribution for the Compton proess redues to the following form [7℄:d�ep!eXd� = �0 + �1 os�+ �2 os 2� : (4)The oe�ients �0, �1 and �2 are related to d�T=d�, d�L=d�, d�LT=d�and d�TT=d�. The third term arises from the interferene between twodi�erent transverse polarisation states of the exhanged photon (�2 os 2� =d�TT=d�). The longitudinal-transverse interferene gives rise to the seondterm (�1 os� = d�LT=d�). The �0 onsists of the sum of the ross setionswith the intermediate �L and �T(�0 = d�L=d� + d�T=d�). Therefore, the� distribution in the Breit frame is an exellent tool to identify and studyinterferene terms.3. Numerial results for Compton proess ep! eXWe alulate various ontributions to the ross setions for the unpo-larised Compton proess ep! eX in both the CMep and Breit frames forthe HERA energypSep = 300 GeV. We onsider the emission of the  fromthe hadroni vertex at the Born level (i.e. the �q ! q subproess only)1.For the proton we have used the CTEQ5L parton parametrisation [8℄ withNf = 4 and the hard sale equals to pT.1 The ross setion for the Bethe�Heitler proess, i.e. prodution of the  from theeletron line, an be negleted for the photon's rapidity range Y (CMep) < 0 [6℄.
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Fig. 3. Contributions to d�=dQ2 (at the top) and to d�=(dpTdY ) (below) as a fun-tions of pT with Y = 0 (on left) or Y with pT = 5 GeV (on right), in CMep:The ross setion d�=dQ2, (Fig. 3, top) is strongly dominated by ontri-bution due to the transversely polarised �, even for large values of virtual-ity Q2. Also the ross setions d�=(dpTdY ) (Fig. 3, bottom), as a funtion ofpT or rapidity Y , are very well desribed by the �T ross setion only. Bothontributions oming from the �L, d�L and d�LT, are below 10%, moreoverdue to opposite signs they almost anel eah other.
Fig. 4. The ratio [d�L=dQ2℄=[d�T=dQ2℄ as a funtion of Q2, in the CMep frame(solid line) and in the Breit frame (dashed line).The ratio [d�L=dQ2℄=[d�T=dQ2℄ (Fig. 3) shows interesting Q2 depen-dene in two referene frames (CMep and Breit frame). We see that dom-ination of the ross setions by �T is stronger in the CMep frame in whihd�L and d�LT almost anel eah other.



Contributions Due to the Longitudinal . . . 3273For the azimuthal angle distribution in Breit frame the relatively largesensitivity to the interferene term d�LT is found (Fig. 5), while the inter-ferene between two di�erent transverse polarisation states of  is invisible.
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0.130.120.110.10.090.080.070.06Fig. 5. The d�=d� in the Breit frame.4. ConlusionsOur analysis show that the ross setion for the Compton proess (theBorn level) in CMep is strongly dominated by �T. If the ontributions due to�L are inluded then interferene terms need to be inluded in a onsistentanalysis beause they both are similar in size but opposite in sign.The studies of the azimuthal angle dependene, d�ep!eX=d�, in theBreit frame give aess to the longitudinal-transverse interferene term.I would like to aknowledge Maria Krawzyk for fruitful disussions andfor reading manusript. REFERENCES[1℄ U. Jezuita-D¡browska, M. Krawzyk, IFT 2002/20 � will be send to Phys.Rev. D; THERA BOOK, p. 351.[2℄ V.M. Budnev et al., Phys. Rep. 15C, 181 (1975).[3℄ G. Abbiendi et al., Eur. Phys. J. C11, 409 (1999); R. Nisius, Phys. Rep. 332,165 (2000).[4℄ L.N. Hand, Phys. Rev. 129, 1834 (1963); M. Gourdin, Nuovo Cim. 21, 1094(1961).[5℄ P. Kessler, Nul. Phys. B15, 253 (1970).[6℄ G. Kramer et al., Eur. Phys. J. C5, 293 (1998).[7℄ R. Brown, I. Muzinih, Phys. Rev. D4, 1496 (1971).[8℄ H.L. Lai et al., Eur. Phys. J. C12, 375 (2000).


